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By an analysis of the exchange of carriers through a semiconductor junction, a general relationship
for the nonequilibrium population of the interface states in Schottky barrier diodes has been derived.
Based on this relationship, an analytical expression for the ideality factor valid in the whole range
of applied bias has been given. This quantity exhibits two different behaviours depending on the
value of the applied bias with respect to a critical voltage. This voltage, which depends on the
properties of the interfacial layer, constitutes a new parameter to complete the characterization of
these junctions. A simple interpretation of the different behaviours of the ideality factor has been
given in terms of the nonequilibrium charging properties of interface states, which in turn explains
why apparently different approaches have given rise to similar results. Finally, the relevance of our
results has been considered on the determination of the density of interface states from nonideal
current-voltage characteristics and in the evaluation of the effects of the interfacial layer thickness
in metal-insulator-semiconductor tunnelling diodes. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal-semiconductor~MS! contacts have been exten
sively studied in the literature.1–3 For low doping concentra
tions and moderate temperatures, the interfacial lay
thermionic- diffusion~IL-TE-D! theories, which emerged a
a synthesis of Bardeen’s interfacial layer~IL !,4 Bethe’s ther-
mionic emission~TE!5 and Schottky’s diffusion~D!6 theo-
ries, have shown to constitute a powerful tool to analyze,
eventually, self-consistently characterize such junctions.7–11

Despite their success in predicting some of the most rele
properties of M-S contacts, they still contain some poi
which are not well understood or which are still und
debate.12 In most of the cases, the discussion is centered
the way interface states must exchange carriers under
equilibrium conditions with either the semiconductor or t
metal, and correspondingly on how the interface parame
as for instance the density of interface states, can be d
mined from the transport properties of the contact, i.e., n
ideal current-voltage~I-V ! or capacitance-voltage~C-V!
characteristics. To this end, basically two different a
proaches have been proposed in the literature, namely, t
which in some way assume the interface states to be to
or partly in equilibrium~depending on the conditions consi
ered! with either the metal or the semiconductor,2,8,13 and
those for which the interface states are described by mean
a surface quasi-Fermi level, whose position and bias dep
dence is determined from a given kinetic model.11,14 In both
cases, the expressions for the I-V or C-V characteristics
terms of the interface parameters have been derived and
corresponding procedures to obtain these parameters,
been proposed. However, due to the fact that in their co
mon special cases both approaches seem to give rise to

a!Electronic mail: gabriel@hermes.ffn.ub.es
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lar results,12,13and to the use of some restricting approxim
tions, no general agreement has been reached regardin
correct way to describe the non-equilibrium charging beh
iour of interface states.

The purpose of this paper is to present the derivation
a general model for the nonequilibrium population of t
interface states. This derivation will be based on a comp
analysis of the carrier exchange processes through a s
conductor junction. In particular, no restriction on the e
change of carriers between interface states and either
metal or the semiconductor will be assumed. As a con
quence, the model will shown to be directly applicable in t
whole range of applied bias. This fact will turn out to b
quite important when analyzing the effects of interface sta
on the bias dependence of the ideality factor. Important
sults regarding the general behaviour of the bias depen
ideality factor and the nonequilibrium charging properties
interface states will be derived. In particular, it will be e
plained why apparently different approaches have given
to similar results in a limited range of bias. In order
present a more complete view of the interfacial properti
both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium formulations of th
model will be introduced, although here we will mainly fo
cus on the non-equilibrium case.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section
the equilibrium formulation of the model is presented, t
gether with the introduction of some quantities of intere
The generalization of the model to nonequilibrium con
tions is developed in Section III, where the new relation
the nonequilibrium population of interface states is p
sented. Section IV is devoted to the derivation of the effe
of interface states on the bias dependence of the ide
factor and to its experimental corroboration. Finally, in Se
tion V we sum up our main results.
/81(6)/2674/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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II. EQUILIBRIUM BARRIER HEIGHT IN IL-TE-D
THEORIES

The equilibrium barrier height of M-S junctions is one
the most important parameters used to characterize
junctions.1–3 In IL-TE-D theories, one assumes the presen
of a thin insulating layer sandwiched in between the me
and the semiconductor, and surface states to be present
semiconductor surface. Under these circumstances, the
librium barrier height,fbn

0 , defined as the difference betwee
the semiconductor conducting band edge and the m
quasi-Fermi level~we will neglect in this paper image-forc
effects!, is shown to depend strongly on the properties of
interface itself.7,9,10A simple relationship between the barri
height and the interface properties can be derived as follo
Due to the presence of the insulating layer one has1,9

D05~fm2x!2fbn
0 , ~1!

whereD0 is the equilibrium potential drop across the ins
lating layer,fm is the metal work function andx is the
semiconductor affinity. By applying Gauss’ theorem o
obtains,1,9

D05
1

Ci
~Qss

0 1Qsc
0 !, ~2!

whereCi5 e i /d, with e i the permittivity of the insulating
layer andd its length. Moreover,Qss

0 andQsc
0 are the net

charges accumulated at the surface states and in the sem
ductor, respectively. By integrating Poisson’s equation o
arrives at the following expression forQsc

0 ,1

Qsc
0 5~2qeND!1/2F S fbn

0 2Vn2
kT

q D
1
kT

q
e2

q
kT ~fbn

0
2Vn!G1/2, ~3!

wheree is the semiconductor permittivity,ND the number
density of donors,q the electron charge,k the Boltzmann
constant,T the temperature andVn5 (kT/q) ln(NC /ND), with
NC the effective density of states in the conduction ba
Usually, the exponential term in Eq.~3! is neglected. Finally,
the net surface charge may be evaluated as

Qss
0 52q@nss~EFs2EV

0 !2NDs#, ~4!

where nss5nss(EFs2EV
0) is a sort of surface equation o

state, which is a function of the position of the surface Fe
level EFs relative to the top of the semiconductor valen
band,EV

0 . It follows, for instance, from the relation8

nss5E
EV
0

EC
0

Ds~E! f s~E! dE, ~5!

where Ds(E) is the total density of surface states a
f s(E) is the occupation function of surface states. We w
assumef s(E) to be given through the Fermi–Dirac~FD!
distribution

f s~E!5
1

11e~1/kT! ~E2EFs!
, ~6!
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 6, 15 March 1997
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where the Fermi level for the surface states,EFs , is used.
Furthermore, in Eq.~4! NDs is given by8

NDs5E
EV
0

EC
0

Ds
d~E!dE, ~7!

with Ds
d(E) being the density of donor type surface stat

Under equilibrium conditions, and provided th
semiconductor-insulator interface is abrupt, the surface
semiconductor Fermi levels coincide, that is,EFs5EFn . In
that case we may relate the surface Fermi level to the e
librium barrier height as follows:

EFs2EV
052qfbn

0 1~EC
02EV

0 !, ~8!

whereEC
02EV

0 is the semiconductor band gap. It should
noted that, in the present formulation,NDs andEC

02EV
0 ap-

pear, in principle, as two independent parameters. Only
der special circumstances they can be gathered into a s
parameter, as for instance, in the case in which one assu
that the density of surface states,Ds , is a constant through
the semiconductor band gap and that the zero tempera
occupation function applies. In this situation, the surfa
equation of state is given bynss5Ds(EFs2EV

0). Then, by
defining a neutral level f0 through the relation
NDs5Dsqf0 , and by using Eqs.~4! and ~8!, one arrives at
Qss
0 52qDs@2qfbn

0 2(qf01EV
02EC

0 )# where indeed only
one parameter,qf02Eg , appears.

7 Eqs.~1!2~8! completely
determinefbn

0 in terms of the surface parameters, giving ri
to

~fm2x!2fbn
0

52
q

Ci
@nss~2efbn

0 1EC
02EV

0 !2NDs#1
~2qeND!1/2

Ci

3S fbn
0 2Vn2

kT

q
1
kT

q
e2

kT
q ~fbn

0
2Vn!D 1/2. ~9!

Particular cases of this relation have been analy
elsewhere.7,9,10In this respect, it is worth noting that, even
the case that the second term on the ride hand side is n
gible, the relationship between the metal work function a
the barrier height does not need to be linear due to the p
sible nonlinearity associated with the dependence ofnss on
the barrier height. This is an important point with respect
the internal consistency of the model, because noncons
densities of interface states, which correspond to nonlin
surface equations of state, are commonly assumed in ord
interpret the transport properties of these junctions, a
hence they should also be used to interpret their equilibr
properties.

III. THE NONEQUILIBRIUM MODEL

In the nonequilibrium version of the IL-TE-D theorie
two current limiting mechanisms are assumed to control
transport properties of the junction, namely, the diffusion
carriers through the semiconductor and the exchange of
riers through the junction. As usual, we will describe t
diffusion of carriers through the semiconductor by means
a drift-diffusion like relation1,15
2675G. Gomila and J. M. Rubı́
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Jn~x!52Dn

]n~x!

]x
2mnn~x!E~x!, ~10!

where Jn is the electron number density current,n(x) the
electron number density,E the electric field andDn and
mn , the diffusion and mobility coefficients. With respect
the exchange of carriers through the junction we will assu
here a kinetic approach in which the exchange of carr
takes place via three different mechanisms16 ~for simplicity,
in this paper we neglect the effects of minority carriers,
though the generalization to include them is straightforwa!,
namely, the exchange of carriers, via tunnelling, between
metal and either the interface states or the semiconductor
the exchange of carriers, with no tunnelling, between
interface states and the semiconductor. These three proc
can be identified by means of the following elementary
netic processes

qn
qm ; qs
qm ; qs
qn , ~11!

whereqm , qn , qs stands for the electrons in the metal, in t
semiconductor, and at the interface states, respectively.
worth pointing out, that these three processes constitu
coupled set of kinetic processes and as such, they mus
treated as a whole. This fact has not been taken into acc
in previous analyses.

With the purpose of analyzing the global dynamics c
responding to this set of coupled kinetic processes we
make use of the Shockley-Read-Hall~SRH! statistics17,18

~see Appendix!, although equivalent results may be obtain
by other methods.16 Under stationary conditions, this trea
ment states that the net exchange of carriers between m
and semiconductor is given by the following thermion
emission-like relation~see Appendix!

Jn5NCVRe
2 ~q/kT! fbn~12e~1/kT! ~Fn2Fm!!, ~12!

and that the nonequilibrium position of the surface qua
Fermi level is given by~see Appendix!

e~1/kT! ~Fs2Fm!5
11a21e~1/kT! ~Fn2Fm!

11a21 , ~13!

whereFn2Fm (Fs2Fm) stands for the jump in the electro
quasi-Fermi level between the metal and the semicondu
surfaces~interface states and the metal surface!. Note that
due to the coupling between the kinetic processes both
sults have been derived in a unified way, and not by int
ducing different assumptions to obtain each one. Furth
more, in Eqs. ~12! and ~13!, fbn5EC2Fm is the
nonequilibrium barrier height andVR anda are two positive
quantities given through~see Appendix and Ref. 16!

NCVR5lnm1
e~1/kT! ~EC

0
2EV

0
!

~lsn!
211~lsm!21 , ~14!

a5
lsm

lsn
, ~15!

wherelnm , lsm, lsn , stands for thetransition coefficients
corresponding to the elementary processes represented i
~11!. Explicit expressions for these coefficients are a
given in the Appendix.
2676 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 6, 15 March 1997
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To take into account the fact that the kinetic proces
between the metal and either the interface states or the s
conductor take place via tunnelling, we will assume follo
ing Refs. 15 and 19, that, as a first approximation, the c
responding transmission coefficients,lsm and lnm , can be
expressed as

lnm5l̄nmunm , lsm5l̄smusm, ~16!

wherel̄nm are the values corresponding to abrupt junctio
~but with a discontinuous potential, see Appendix! and

unm5e2fnm
1/2d, usm5e2fsm

1/2d ~17!

are the transmission coefficients of the insulating layer, w
fnm , fsm being related to the corresponding effective b
rier height presented by the insulating layer to the tunnell
of carriers.15,19 Hered refers to the length of the insulatin
layer. This simple dependence on the interfacial layer thi
ness, qualitatively incorporates the major features of the t
nelling of carriers through the insulating layer, because
abrupt junctions, (d50), unm andusm are equal to one, and
we do not have any tunnelling effect, while for thick insula
ing layers (d large!, unm andusm vanish quickly, thus inhib-
iting the exchange of carriers with the metal, as should b

At this point, some comments are in order. First of all,
should be noted that Eq.~12! is formally identical to the
commonly used TE relation1,10,15but here it appears with a
modifiedVR factor that incorporates the effects of the inte
face states, Eq.~14!. As mentioned above, this result is rem
niscent of the fact that the underlying kinetic processes
not independent. Furthermore, Eq.~13!, which is one of the
main results of the present paper, constitutes a new gen
expression governing the nonequilibrium position of the s
face quasi-Fermi level, and hence the nonequilibrium po
lation of the interface states. As will be seen, it allows
complete description of the exchange processes through
contacts. Note that both the insulating layer thickness and
applied bias, implicitly present ina and Fn2Fm , respec-
tively, contribute to determine this position.

In order to compare our result with previously existin
ones, it should be emphasized that our model has been
mulated for the general case of a continuous distribution
surface states,Ds(E), through the semiconductor band ga
Depending on the precise form of this distribution, differe
expressions for thel ’s, and hence forVR anda, and for the
surface equation of state,nss, can be obtained. By taking
these facts into account, it is easily shown that two of
expressions reported in Ref. 14, constitute two particu
cases of our general result, Eq.~13!. However, the fact that
they neglect the discontinuity in the electric potent
through the insulating layer, limits considerably the applic
tion of their model, while in our model this limitation doe
not appear. Moreover, those models in which the interf
states are assumed to be in equilibrium for all bias val
with the metal, Fs5Fm , or with the semiconductor
Fs5Fn can be seen to correspond to either tendinga21 or
a to zero in Eq.~13!, respectively. The case in which thes
models applies for a limited range of bias values will
discussed at the end of Section IV. Finally, the case in wh
part of the interface states are in equilibrium with the me
G. Gomila and J. M. Rubı́
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and part with the semiconductor,19 will be shown to also be
recoverable from our result@Eq. ~13!# in a generalized way
~see Section IV!, by simply assuming a finite value fora.
These comparisons with previously reported results
show the great generality and wide applicability of o
model, and hence its ability for giving a unified view of th
transport properties of MS contacts.

In order to render our model complete we need to f
mulate the corresponding nonequilibrium versions of E
~1!, ~2!, ~4!, ~8!. We obtain

D5~fm2x!2fbn , ~18!

D5
1

Ci
~Qss1Qsc!, ~19!

Qss52q@nss~Fs2EV!2NDs#, ~20!

Fs5EV1~Fs2Fm!2qfbn1EC
02EV

0 , ~21!

where in Eq.~19! we have neglected a contribution propo
tional to the bulk electric field and in Eq.~21! (Fs2Fm) is
given through Eq.~13!. Finally, Qsc in Eq. ~19! may be
computed by integrating Poisson’s equation together w
Eq. ~10!. In this respect, it should be remembered that in
IL-TE-D models the total applied bias splits up into tw
contributions

qV5~Fn2Fm!1qVb , ~22!

where qVb5Fn(w)2Fn(0) is the drop in applied bias
across the active region of the bulk semiconductor, wh
length isw, andFn2Fm the corresponding drop across th
junction. These remarks end the general formulation of
model.

IV. EFFECTS OF INTERFACE STATES ON THE BIAS
DEPENDENCE OF THE IDEALITY FACTOR

As a first application of our model we will analyze i
this section the effects of interface states on the bias de
dence of the ideality factor. The direct applicability of o
model to the whole range of bias will allow us to draw im
portant conclusions regarding the nonequilibrium populat
of the interface states and, in particular, to justify why d
ferent approaches have given rise to similar results in a
ited range of bias. To the end of obtaining analytical resu
the calculations will be carried out for the case in which t
thermionic approximation holds,2 although the general cas
can also be analyzed.

As a first step in deriving the bias dependence of
ideality factor, we need to find the expression for the I
characteristics. As is well-known, for IL-TE-D theories
may be obtained from Eqs.~10! and ~12!, and is given by15

I5qNCVRDe
2 ~q/kT! fbn@e~q/kT! V21#, ~23!

where we have introduced the density of electric curr
I52qJn , and definedVRD5 VR /@11 (VR /VD)# with

VD5
Dn

*0
we2 ~q/kT! @V~x!2V~0!#dx

. ~24!

For practical purposes, we will rewrite Eq.~23! as
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 6, 15 March 1997
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I5qNCVRD
0 e2 ~q/kT! fbn

0
e2 ~q/kT! ~Dfbn1Dfb

RD
!@e~q/kT! V21#,

~25!

where the quantities with a superscript 0 refer to the equi
rium value. Moreover, Dfbn5fbn2fbn

0 and Dfb
RD

5(kT/q) ln(VRD
0 /VRD). Eq. ~25!, or alternatively Eq.~23!,

constitutes the formal expression for the I-V characteris
in IL-TE-D theories,15 whereDfbn andDfb

RD are two bias-
dependent quantities to be determined. As mentioned pr
ously, the thermionic emission approximation enables us
arrive at explicit expressions for them. Indeed, under t
approximation, in which one assumes2 VR /VD!1, one has
Dfb

RD'0 ~see its definition above!, and hence the nonidea
ity in the I-V curve is only due to the bias dependence
Dfbn . In deriving this result it has been implicitly assume
that VR does not depend significantly on bias. Moreov
from Eqs.~10! and ~13!, one arrives at10

e~1/kT! ~Fn2Fm!5

11
VD

VR
e~q/kT! V

11
VD

VR

, ~26!

which shows that in this limit one may approxima
(Fn2Fm)'V, which is equivalent to assume a flat qua
Fermi level through the active region of the contact. This l
result considerably simplifies the calculations, firstly beca
the bias dependence ofFs2Fm is now given directly through
Eq. ~13!,

e~1/kT! ~Fs2Fm!5
11a21e~q/kT! V

11a21 , ~27!

and second, becauseQsc may be explicitly evaluated as1,2

Qsc5qNDw, ~28!

with

w5S 2e

qND
D 1/2S fbn2V2Vn2

kT

q D 1/2, ~29!

where in the last expression an exponential term simila
the one appearing in Eq.~3! has been neglected. By takin
into account Eqs.~18!–~21!, ~28! and ~29!, we obtain the
following expression involvingfbn ,

~fm2x!2fbn52
q

Ci
$nss@~Fs2Fm!2qfbn1EC

0

2EV
0 #2NDs%1S 2qeND

Ci
D 1/2

3S fbn2V2Vn2
kT

q D 1/2, ~30!

where no particular surface equation of state has been sp
fied. Apart from this fact, the main difference between o
result and previously reported ones comes from the bias
pendence of the surface quasi-Fermi level position, rep
sented by (Fs2Fm). Here, we have shown it to be give
through Eq.~27! in this approximation. Eq.~30! gives the
complete bias dependence of the barrier height and there
it completely determines the I-V characteristics.
2677G. Gomila and J. M. Rubı́
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Now we are in a position to derive the bias depende
of the ideality factor in the whole range of biases. To th
end, we will use the general definition of the ideality facto2

1

n
511

kT

q

d

dV
lnS I

e~q/kT! V21D , ~31!

which holds for all values of bias~forward, reverse, and th
transition between both!. By means of this definition and
using the thermionic emission approximation we have@see
Eq. ~23!#,

1

n
512

dfbn

dV
, ~32!

which, by taking into account Eq.~30!, allows us to derive
the following analytical expression forn,

n511

1

Ci
S e

w
1q2DsbD

11
q2Dsa

Ci

, ~33!

where we have definedDsb andDsa as

Dsa5DsS 12
1

q

d~Fs2Fm!

dV D , Dsb5Ds

1

q

d~Fs2Fm!

dV
,

~34!

with

Ds5
]nss
]EFs

U
EFs2E

V
05~Fs2Fm!2qfbn1E

C
02E

V
0

being the apparent density of surface states,8 and where@see
Eq. ~27!#

1

q

d~Fs2Fm!

dV
5

1

11e2 ~q/kT! ~V2Vc! ~35!

with Vc5 (kT/q) ln a. Note that in performing this last de
rivative we have assumeda to be approximately bias inde
pendent. Eq.~33!, together with Eqs.~34! and ~35! which
give the bias dependence ofDsb andDsa , completely deter-
mine the bias dependence of the ideality factor and con
tutes an expression directly applicable to the whole rang
bias values without the need of additional assumptions.
worth noting that despite the fact that we have used a kin
approach to describe the nonequilibrium charging behav
of the interface states, a formally equivalent expression
the ideality factor to one used in other approaches,2 has been
obtained. This fact shows that if under this second appro
the appropriate bias dependence forDsb andDsa is assumed,
equivalent results may be obtained. Note that under our
proach this dependence is directly obtained through Eqs.~34!
and ~35!.

In Fig. 1 we have represented the bias dependence o
ideality factor given through Eq.~33!, for the case of a con
stant density of surface states,Ds . Different values of the
critical voltage,Vc , and different situations of interest,~a!
(e/w)/Ci!1 and ~b! (e/w)/Ci'1, have been considered
From these figures it is clearly concluded, that the idea
factor displays two remarkably different behaviours depe
2678 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 6, 15 March 1997
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ing on whether the bias voltage is larger or smaller than
critical voltage,Vc . As this voltage depends on the prope
ties of the interfacial layer, it constitutes a relevant parame
in the characterization of MS contacts. We note, for instan
that depending on the sign ofVc , the transition between both
behaviours takes place under forward (Vc.0) or reverse
bias (Vc,0). In practice, negative or around zero values
Vc are expected to occur, corresponding to MIS tunnel
diodes~large values ofd), and to Schottky barriers diode
~small values ofd), respectively@see Eqs.~15!, ~16!, ~17!
and the definition ofVc in terms ofa given after Eq.~35!#. In
Fig. 2 the ideality factor as a function of bias have be
plotted for different values ofDs and for a given value of
Vc , for the case that (e/w)/Ci!1. Note that independent o
the value ofDs , the ideality factor always become very clos
to unity for low enough values of bias. Furthermore, in
cases this fact seems to happen at about the same val
the applied bias,V0 , which is related toVc by V0'Vc

23(kT/q). This result constitutes a very useful result
practice, because it allows us to identify the critical volta

FIG. 1. Ideality factor as a function of bias, for different values of t
critical voltage,Vc ~continuous line!. The density of interface states,Ds ,
has been assumed constant.~a! Ds52.531014 eV21 cm22, Ci58.85
31025 F/cm2, ND51015 cm23, and ~b! Ds5431012 eV21 cm22, Ci

58.8531027 F/cm2, ND51017 cm23. Nonspecified parameters corre
spond to GaAs~see Ref. 1!. Also plotted forVc5 2 0.3 V andVc 5
2 0.42 V ~b! the two approximations~dashed and dotted-dashed lines!.
G. Gomila and J. M. Rubı́
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to ce
Vc directly from these type of plots. Indeed, by simply ide
tifying the bias at whichn becomes both independent of bi
and practically unity, let sayn'1.01, we may obtainV0 ,
from whichVc can be approximately determined.

A simple interpretation of the different behaviours pr
sented by the ideality factor may be given in terms of
nonequilibrium charging behaviour of the interface stat
By noting that forV.Vc13(kT/q) the derivative in Eq.
~35! may be approximated by unity, one has from Eq.~34!,
Dsa'0 andDsb'Ds . We then conclude that, for these vo
ages, interface states behave as if they all were in equ
rium with the semiconductor. As long as this approximati
holds, the ideality factor is simply given by

n'11
1

Ci
S e

w
1q2DsD , V.Vc13

kT

q
. ~36!

On the other hand forV,Vc23(kT/q) we may approximate
the derivative in Eq.~35! by zero and henceDsa'Ds and
Dsb'0. As a consequence for these bias values, the inter
states behave as if they all were in equilibrium with t
metal, and the ideality factor is given by

n'11
1

Ci

e

w

11
q2Ds

Ci

, V,Vc23
kT

q
. ~37!

Hence, following our model the two different behaviours d
played by the ideality factor can be associated to differ
effective equilibrations of the interface states with eith
the semiconductor @V.Vc13(kT/q)# or the metal
@V.Vc23(kT/q)#, ~see Fig. 3!.

At this point some remarks are in order. In Fig. 1, w
have represented both Eqs.~36! ~discontinuous line! and~37!
~discontinuous-dotted line! for Vc520.3 V ~a! andVc 5
2 0.42 V~b!. Excellent agreement with the exact value
given through Eq.~33!, is observed, in the range in which th
approximations hold. This fact implies that, in general, it
not true that Eqs.~36! and ~37! hold under forward and re

FIG. 2. Ideality factor vs applied voltage, for different values of the dens
of interface states,Ds . The critical voltage is equal to20.36 V. Same
parameters as in Fig. 1~a!. The dashed line corresponds
V05Vc23kT/q'20.43 V.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 6, 15 March 1997
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verse bias, respectively, as has been sometimes impli
assumed. As has been shown above, only a precise dete
nation ofVc allows us to determine the range of applicabili
of these approximate relations. As a result, depending on
value ofVc , the range for which Eq.~36! can be applied to
determineDs may turn out to be larger~or smaller! than
previously assumed. Furthermore, the value ofVc itself may
provide some useful information about the effects of the
terfacial layer thickness on the transport properties of th
junctions, a fact of great practical interest in studying M
tunneling diodes and some of their applications, as the s
cells.

Some recently reported experimental I-V chara
teristics20–23 have been analyzed in order to corroborate
predictions of our model. The corresponding bias dep
dence of the ideality has been computed by means of
definition Eq.~31!. Regarding the behaviour of the idealit
factor, it is interesting to note that in all the cases this qu
tity behaves in a similar way. Thus, below a certain giv
voltage, whose value depends on the system considered@for
instance, around21 V and20.9 V for samples~a! and~b!,
respectively, in Ref. 22,20.25 V for sampleD1 in Ref. 20,
between20.15 V and 0 V for samples in Ref. 23 and b
tween20.25 V and 0 V for samples in Ref. 21#, the ideality
factor becomes practically independent of the bias and
proaches unity. Above these voltages, it becomes bias de
dent, presenting sometimes, in a limited range of biase
plateau corresponding to the reported value of the idea
factor @n51.180 andn51.107 for samples~a! and ~b!, re-
spectively, in Ref. 22, orn51.25 for sampleD1 in Ref. 20#.
In view of these features we may conclude that these exp
mental results strongly support the predictions of our mod
Indeed, the fact thatn becomes in all cases nearly uni
below a certain bias implies that for all of them we m
assume (e/w)/Ci!1 ~see Fig. 2!. As a consequence, thes
voltages can be identified withV0, from which the values of
Vc can be roughly determined. Some of the extracted val
are: around20.9 V and20.8 V for samples~a! and ~b!,
respectively in Ref. 22, around20.15 V for sampleD1 in

FIG. 3. Dsb andDsa as a function of bias, for a constant density of interfa
state,Ds . The dashed lines correspond to the voltage valuesVc23kT/q and
Vc13kT/q.
2679G. Gomila and J. M. Rubı́
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Ref. 20, between20.1 V and 0.1 V for samples in Ref. 2
and between20.2 V and 0.1 V for samples in Ref. 21. As
seen,Vc depends considerably on the system conside
Furthermore, thelarge negative values obtained could b
explained in terms of the dependence ofVc on thed. Finally,
the region in which the experimental values forn become
bias dependent, corresponds to the region of bias volta
satisfyingV.Vc13(kT/q). There, Eq.~36! holds and, as
usual, it can be applied to determine the density of interf
states. As mentioned previously, for the case of negative
ues ofVc , a considerable large region of biases can be
vestigated to this end.

It is worth emphasizing that our model provides a ve
natural and general way of interpreting these experime
results in the whole range of bias voltages. The previou
existing models for which the interface states are assume
be in equilibrium with the metal~semiconductor! can only
give correct results when they are applied to bias volta
below~above! Vc , but not in the whole range of bias. On th
other hand, those models which assume that part of the
terface states are in equilibrium with the metal and part w
the semiconductor19 will give correct results in the whole
range of bias only if they consider the bias dependence
Dsa andDsb derived in this work@see Eq.~34!#. Otherwise,
results are restricted to particular cases and are only valid
certain regions of applied bias. This is the case for insta
when it is assumed thatDsa'0 andDsb'Ds , under forward
bias, andDsa'Ds andDsb'0, under reverse bias.13 In this
case, correct results will be obtained only if the system s
isfiesVc'0, and for voltages outside the transition regio
Finally, we want to consider also the case in which one
sumes thatDsa'0 andDsb'0, under reverse bias cond
tions, in order to interpret the apparent independence of
results on the population of the interface states.13. Following
our results, we think that a more satisfactory explanation
this fact may be obtained by assuming thatDsa'Ds and
Dsb'0 belowVc , which for Vc'0 coincides with the re-
verse bias region, but with (e/w)/Ci!1. As has been see
shown before under this circumstances similar results
predicted by our model~see Fig. 2!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a general IL-TE
theory for Schottky barrier diodes. This theory, which h
been based upon rather realistic assumptions about the
change of carriers through a semiconductor junction, has
lowed us to overcome some of the inherent limitations of
previous existing theories and therefore to develop a m
complete analysis of the effects of interface states on
transport properties of MS contacts. The main novelty inc
porated in our theory, aside from minor changes in the T
like relation or some implications in the evaluation of t
equilibrium barrier height, consists of a new general relat
to control the nonequilibrium population of the interfa
states, Eq.~13!. By means of this relation, and in the therm
onic emission limit, an analytic expression for the ideal
factor, as a function of the applied voltage, has been deriv
which has been shown to be directly applicable to the wh
range of voltages~forward, reverse and the transition b
2680 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 6, 15 March 1997
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tween them!. The analysis of this relation has allowed us
identify two different behaviours of the ideality factor, de
pending on whether the applied bias is greater or sma
than a certain critical voltageVc , a quantity that constitutes
a new parameter to be determined in order to complete
characterization of these contacts. A direct relation betw
these two behaviours and the nonequilibrium charging pr
erties of the interface states has been established, whic
particular has explained why different approaches develo
previously have given rise to similar results in a limite
range of bias values. Experimental results strongly supp
our predictions opening then the possibility of a more co
plete determination of the density of interface states fr
non-ideal I-V characteristics or of a better evaluation of t
interfacial layer thickness effects in MIS tunnelling diode
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APPENDIX A: SRH STATISTICS FOR THE EXCHANGE
OF CARRIERS THROUGH A JUNCTION

The purpose of this appendix is to derive Eqs.~12! and
~13! by means of the SRH statistics applied to the set
kinetics processes represented in Eq.~11!. Given these el-
ementary kinetic processes, the net conducting current a
semiconductor surface,Jn , and the net current from the in
terface states,Js , are given by

Jn5Jnm1Jns , ~A1!

Js5Jns1Jms, ~A2!

whereJab ~with a , b 5 n, m, s) are the kinetic rates cor
responding to the elementary processqa
qb . By applying
the SRH statistics17,18 to these elementary processes, t
following expressions for the rates can be derived,24

Jab5E dEaE dEbDa~Ea!Db~Eb!$ f a~Ea!@12 f b~Eb!#

3gab~Ea ,Eb!2 f b~Eb!@12 f a~Ea!#gba~Ea ,Eb!%,

~A3!

whereDa(Ea) is the density of states of systema, f a(Ea) its
occupation function, given through the FD distributio
f a(Ea)5(11eb(Ea2EFa))21, with EFa the corresponding
Fermi level, andgab(Ea ,Eb) is the probability per unit time
for the transition between states of energyEa and Eb . In
order for the square bracket to be dependent on only
quasi-Fermi level difference, as is usually required, the f
lowing generalized detailed balance will be assum
gba(Ea ,Eb)5gab(Ea ,Eb)e

b(Eb2Ea)eqb(Va2Vb). Note that
for the abrupt case in which the electric potential is contin
ous, this relation is equivalent to the usual one.17 By taking
into account this relation, Eq.~A3!, can be written as
G. Gomila and J. M. Rubı́
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Jab5E dEaE dEbDa~Ea! f a~Ea!Db~Eb!

3@12 f b~Eb!#gab~Ea ,Eb!~12eb~Fb2Fa!!, ~A4!

where, indeed, the result is only dependent on the qu
Fermi level difference, here defined asFa5EFa2qVa . For
our purposes, Eq.~A4! will be rewritten as follows

Jab5lbae
2b~ERb2Fa!~12eb~Fb2Fa!!, ~A5!

where ERb5ERb
0 2qVb , with ERn5EC , ERs5EV and

ERm5Em , and

lba5E dEaE dEbDa~Ea!Db~Eb!@12 f a~Ea!#

3@12 f b~Eb!#g̃ba~Ea ,Eb!, ~A6!

where we have defined g̃ba(Ea ,Eb)5gba(Ea ,Eb)

3 eb(ERb
0

2Eb). With these definitions the inverse transitio
coefficient lab can be defined from Eq.~A6!, by simply
interchanginga by b everywhere, and it is easily shown th
they satisfy the following detailed balance relation,lab

5eb(ERa2ERb)lba . This generalized detailed balance re
tion, valid for both nonabrupt systems and nonequilibriu
conditions, is totally equivalent to the one derived in Ref.
by using a pure phenomenological approach, a fact
strongly supports the assumptions made above.

By substituting the corresponding rates of the form giv
by Eq. ~A5! into Eqs.~A1! and ~A2! we obtain

Jn5lnme
2b~EC2Fm!~12eb~Fn2Fm!!

1lnse
2b~EC2Fs!~12eb~Fn2Fs!!, ~A7!

Js5lnse
2b~EC2Fs!~12eb~Fn2Fs!!

1lmse
2b~Em2Fs!~12eb~Fm2Fs!!, ~A8!

which describe the exchange processes under general c
tions. Again, these relations are formally equivalent to
ones derived in Ref. 16. Under stationary conditions, a
provided that the effects of minority carriers are neglect
one hasJs50. From Eq.~A8! we then obtain
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 6, 15 March 1997
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eb~Fs2Fm!5

11S lsn

lsm
Deb~Fn2Fm!

11
lsn

lsm

, ~A9!

where the detailed balance relation for thel ’s has been used
Substituting this expression into Eq.~A7! we finally arrive at

Jn5S lnm1
eb~EC2EV!

lsn
211lsm

21D e2b~EC2Fm!~12eb~Fn2Fm!!,

~A10!

where again the detailed balance relation has been used.
~A9! and ~A10! ~note thatEC2EV5EC

02EV
0) are precisely

Eqs.~13! and ~12! used in Section III.
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